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Bonjour !
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Je suis Sylvestre Ledru

Je parle de Firefox

Twitter @SylvestreLedru

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/quantum/
https://twitter.com/SylvestreLedru


Who Am I?
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38 yo

Curriculum

➔ DEUG MIAS (first year) - Orléans
➔ DUT informatique de gestion
➔ IUP MIAGE
➔ DESS informatique distribuée (Paris XII)



Who Am I? Before Mozilla
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➔  PhD in Australia & Paris XII (3 months)

➔  Worked for two years in a Geophysics company in Melbourne



Who Am I? Before Mozilla
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➔ Inria on Scilab (+ Digiteo + Scilab Enterprises) for 7 years

➔ Irill for 4 years 

➔ Debian for 11 years – LLVM/Clang for 8 years



Who Am I? At Mozilla
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➔   Mozilla for 5 years – Release manager

➔  Lead of the release management & stability teams – 15 people

➔ Head of the Mozilla French branch 
Spokesperson



About:



About:Mozilla
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➔ Adventure started by Netscape (~1994)
➔ Failed against Microsoft (Internet Explorer)
➔ Decided to open the sources of Netscape (20 years ago)

➔ Documentary about this period:
Code rush:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u404SLJj7ig 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u404SLJj7ig


About:Mozilla
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➔ Brought by AOL in 1998

➔ AOL gave some money to the Mozilla Foundation in 2003

➔ Mozilla was nothing

➔ Massive refactorings
 

➔ Firefox 1.0 released 14 years ago 
 A game changer (popup blocker, tab, etc)



About:Mozilla
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➔ About 1100 employees - 11 offices



About:Mozilla
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➔ Revenue of  US$539M (2017)
◆ Mainly from the search deal
◆ Google before 2015, then Yahoo and others and now Google 

and others

➔  Salaries ?
◆ Important competition with Fb, Twitter, Google, etc
◆ Bonus



About: Firefox



About:Firefox
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➔ Web browser with ~500 million users
◆ Only (major) browser developed by a non-profit
◆ The last major not on blink/webkit

➔ Support 4 operating systems:
◆ Microsoft Windows XP => 10 (32 & 64 bit)
◆ GNU/Linux (32/64)
◆ Mac OS X (64)
◆ Android (various arm + intel)

➔ iOS – not based on Gecko



About:Firefox
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➔  Second or third browser in term of market share
◆  12 to 22 % market share
◆ (don't trust them too much)

➔  Chrome started in 2008 by former Mozilla contributors
◆ Current leader



About:Firefox
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➔ We release every 6 to 8 weeks

➔ 7 major releases published (one ESR - 60) in 2018
◆ About 25 minor releases



About:Firefox:Releases
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➔ Other versions:

◆ In parallel, 2 other feedback branches :
◆ Nightly - updated daily with recent code changes
◆ Beta – 2 per week Desktop – 1 for Mobile
◆ Devedition

➔  Managed by 6 people



About:Firefox:ESR
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➔ Major ESR (Extended Support Release) version is created every 
~12/13 months, with two cycles of overlap with the prior version

◆ Security (high/critical) every 6 weeks (in sync with Firefox)
◆ Other issues by request from mailing list community
◆ Used by some GNU/Linux distributions (example: Debian), 

major companies, universities, etc
◆ Active community mailing list, various sized orgs
◆ Base for Thunderbird & Seamonkey

➔ Firefox 60 introduced group policy controls



About:Firefox:code
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➔ Gecko is the based of Firefox
◆ And … Thunderbird, Seamonkey and Firefox OS (rip)

➔ ... has had 642 256 commits made by +5 500 contributors 
representing ~19M lines of code

➔ About 500 developers / month
➔ +1300 contributors over last year



About:Firefox:code
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About:Firefox:code
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About:Firefox:Code

21Patches landed per nightly cycle



About:Firefox:Continuous Integration
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➔ We run a few tests… with a few different platforms and options

➔ 1 506 hours for the average full CI run

➔ Numbers from February 2019:
◆ 6 655 061 tasks
◆ 259 machine years
◆ 974 834 unique workers



About:Firefox & release mgmt
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➔ Making sure that Firefox releases are released in good shape and 
on time, deciding when to build & when to wait for patches.

➔ Coordinate work between :
◆ Firefox Developers

Quality Engineering
◆ Stability
◆ Release Engineering
◆ EPM
◆ Product

◆ L10n
◆ Security
◆ User Advocacy
◆ Addons
◆ Marketing
◆ ...



Thanks to Jean-Yves Perrier for the Quantum’s slides



Processors 
have evolved

Increase in performance is achieved 
by increasing cores and concurrency, 
less by individual CPU improvement.



Expectations changed

In the 2000s we wanted pages with images; 
today we want 60 fps virtual reality
with HD videos.



Drawing by Potch

The rendering engine



An experimental engine: 

Written in Rust

Massive parallelism

No significant UI

Break the Web

Our testbed: Servo



Project Quantum
Problems to solve:

Stability

Old theme

UI jank

Integration of improvements from Servo

- Create a significant release that makes these 
changes perceivable.



Project Quantum
Quantum Compositor

Quantum CSS (Stylo)

Quantum Flow / Quantum DOM

Photon

Quantum Renderer (WebRender)



Quantum Compositor
GPU does composition well: offload to GPU

On Windows, lots of crashes caused by graphic drivers

Idea: isolate the compositor in its own process

Improve: stability Released: Firefox 53, April 19th, 2017



Quantum CSS (Stylo)

Drawing by Lin Clark



Quantum CSS (Stylo)

Drawings by Lin Clark



Style Sharing Cache

Same ids, classes, … ? 
Same inline styles ?
Same parents ?
Same “oddities”,  
   like :first-child()?

Quantum CSS (Stylo)

Drawing by Lin Clark



Quantum CSS (Stylo)
First technology transfer from Servo

Embarrassingly parallel problem

Works best for complex pages.

More info:
https://hacks.mozilla.org/2017/08/inside-a-super-fast-css-engine-quantum-css-aka-stylo/
by the amazing Lin Clark who did the great drawings.

Improve: performance Desktop: in Firefox 57, November 14th, 2017

https://hacks.mozilla.org/2017/08/inside-a-super-fast-css-engine-quantum-css-aka-stylo/


How to ship quality?



Quality?
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➔ Three types of QA:
◆ Catch issues during development phase

◆ Automated tests & testsuites when the code land

◆ Pre release channel (nightly, beta, etc)



Pre release testing



Pre release testing
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➔ The Web is a crazy platform
➔ All possible combinations of

◆ HTML
◆ CSS
◆ Javascript (+ asm.js & WebAssembly)
◆ Media format (Images, Audio, Video, etc)
◆ Network
◆ OS
◆ ...



Pre release testing
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➔ Release management - train model

➔



Pre release testing
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➔ We rely a lot on users on prerelease channel
◆ Experiments (A/B testing) on pre-release channels

➔ Nightly - two nightlies per day
◆ Hundred thousand of users

➔ Beta - 2 per week Desktop – 1 for Mobile
◆ Millions of users



Manual testing
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➔ Teams which test manually the new features

➔ Three colors
◆ Green - Let’s ship it
◆ Orange - We have to fix a few bugs
◆ Red - Won’t be able to ship in this cycle



About:Firefox:Nightly
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➔ Reboot of the nightly community
◆ Doubled the nightly population
◆ 1184 bugs reported by the nightly community
◆ @FirefoxNightly jumped from 9500 to 20.5k 

followers



About:Firefox:Sumo
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➔ Gather feedback from users

➔ Identify some hard issues like “my Firefox only 
shows blank pages”

➔ Share it to release management and other teams



Digression about bug management
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➔ About 5500 bugs reported per month on Firefox
Some are tasks, defects or enhancements

➔ Because of the scale, we need help… from Machine
Leveraging machine learning
https://github.com/mozilla/bugbug 
We are making it generic 

https://github.com/mozilla/bugbug


Digression about bug management
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➔ Moving bug from untriage to the right component
Example:



Digression about bug management
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➔ Adding keywords on bugs
Example:



Pre release testing - web compat
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➔ Platform to report Web compatibility issues
➔ Different of behavior between browsers leading to 

rendering issues or JS errors



Code quality?



Static analysis / linting
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➔ C & C++ are hard languages like really really hard!
➔ How to detect programming mistakes 

◆ Related to the language designs
◆ Usage of our APIs
◆ Limit the code legacy

➔ Example:



Static analysis / linting
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➔ Clang analyzer: 23 checkers
◆ Dead code, insecure functions, etc

➔ clang-tidy : 30+ checkers
◆ Best practices, coding style, performances, C++ 11, 14 or 17 

upgrade

➔ Mozilla’s: 28 checkers
◆ Security issues, bad usages of API, best practices



Static analysis / linting
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➔ Once the code land, Coverity can catch others



SA tools that we use
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➔ We use other tools for other languages
◆ Javascript        - Eslint
◆ Python             - flake8
◆ Java (android) - findbug
◆ Bash                 - shellcheck
◆ Typos                - codespell

➔ For every commit – average of 12 minutes analysis
➔ We contribute upstream and sponsor some projects (ex: LLVM)...



Crash analysis
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➔ When a crash occurs
◆ Handled by breakpad

◆ Sent to https://crash-stats.mozilla.com/ 

◆ Doing some voodoo magic on them

https://crash-stats.mozilla.com/


Crash analysis
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➔ Data mining on the results



Crash analysis - clouseau
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➔ Look at new crash signatures

➔ Extract the backtrace

➔ Look at the recent VCS history

➔ If a change touched one level of the backtrace,
it might be the source of the crash

➔ 212 bugs reported 

New crash

Socorro
Crash stats

Mercurial
log

Backtrace

New bug
with a ni 

to the dev
New bug



Code coverage
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➔ Understanding of the quality of the testsuites

➔ (afaik) First time done on this scale
➔ We had to:

◆ Add JS code coverage support in the Firefox JS engine
◆ Add code coverage support in the Rust compiler
◆ Patch: gcc, llvm, clang & compiler-rt
◆ Develop an alternative to lcov called grcov dropping the 

processing time from more than 24 hours to less than 5 minutes 



Code coverage - the results
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➔ Current code coverage results (Windows & Linux)
◆ C++ 

● 2 913 824 lines
● 1 620 227 covered lines (55,6%)

◆ JS 
● 586 383 lines
● 426 906 covered lines (72,8%)



Code coverage - Side effect
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➔ What does it mean when a file has 0 coverage?
A bug, for sure!
◆ Dead code
◆ No test

➔ 61 removed files
13272 removed lines.



Fuzzing
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➔ Send invalid, unexpected, or random data as inputs
➔ We are testing:

◆ JavaScript features, DOM, Layout, CSS, Stylo, 

◆ Media file formats (images, audio, video)

➔ Last 2 y, over 600 security bugs



Other best practices
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➔ Once or twice a day, compiler Firefox trunk with -Werror on:
◆ Build with gcc snapshot packages from Debian experimental 

(currently version 9)
◆ Clang trunk (currently version 9)

➔ Find new issues in our code

➔ Find bugs in the compiler



Automation



Crazy CI
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CI
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➔ Launched (almost) on every commit

➔ Can be used by individual developers
◆ Platforms
◆ With testsuite selection



WPT - Web Platform Tests 
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➔ A W3C-coordinated attempt to build a cross-browser testsuite for 
the Web-platform stack

➔ Takes ~184 minutes on a Linux PGO build



Despite all that



Predicting release quality is tough…….
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➔ We still have issues after we published to users

➔ Huge trunk caused by Malware, Antivirus or security software

➔ Some web compat issues 
(example: Outlook web in 58)



Besides Firefox?



Rust



Rust
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➔ Did I say that C++ is a language from the past?

➔ Goals of Rust
◆ Remove the shotgun from your hand when you use C++
◆ Memory safety, parallelism
◆ High performance



Rust
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extern crate rayon;

use std::collections::HashMap;
use rayon::prelude::*;
type FrequencyMap = HashMap<char, usize>;
pub fn frequency(input: &[&str], _worker_count: usize) -> FrequencyMap {
    input.par_iter()
        .map(|&s| count_frequency(s))
        .reduce(|| HashMap::new(), merge_results)
}
fn count_frequency(input: &str) -> FrequencyMap {
    let mut result = HashMap::new();
    input.to_lowercase()
        .chars()
        .filter(|&c| c.is_alphabetic())
        .for_each(|c| *result.entry(c).or_insert(0) += 1);
    result
}
fn merge_results(mut merged: FrequencyMap, result: FrequencyMap) -> FrequencyMap {
    result.iter()
        .for_each(|(&c, &n)| *merged.entry(c).or_insert(0) += n);
    merged
}



Rust
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➔ Huge uptake
◆ Google uses Rust for Fuchsia
◆ Facebook for Mononoke (hg server in Rust)
◆ Dropbox for their backend
◆ OVH for numerous services (SSL gateway, load 

balancing, etc)
◆ Deliveroo for rider dispatch



MDN



MDN
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➔ The best web documentation on the web(!)

➔ Documentation of HTML, CSS and Javascript

➔ In many different languages



MDN
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➔ Documentation on all browsers (desktop & Mobile)



MDN
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➔ Partnership with Google, Microsoft and Samsung

➔ Decided to invest on MDN instead of maintaining their 
own platform
Example: MSDN web doc redirects to MDN



MDN



Focus
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➔ Mobile (ios & Android) Privacy browser

➔ Most of privacy feature enabled by default
Including tracking protection

➔ Automatic clean up of your session / history



Focus
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➔



Focus
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➔ Based on Geckoview

Our web engine for Android (used in other products)



MDN



Other projects
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➔ We have a lot of other projects:
◆ Pocket
◆ Firefox Send
◆ WebAssembly
◆ Project things https://iot.mozilla.org/ (iot)
◆ Firefox Lite (aka Rocket)
◆ Lockbox
◆ Firefox Reality (partnership with MS, HTC, etc)
◆ Bugzilla ...

https://iot.mozilla.org/


How to contribute



How to contribute?

➔ Don't be shy. We have all been beginners at some point
➔ RTFM
➔ Find a mentor/friend to guide you
➔ Use Firefox nightly/Rust trunk

 Report bugs - https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/ 
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https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/


How to contribute? - Think small

➔  Try to build Firefox
➔  Start with a small bug
➔  Easy example : remove a C/C++ warning, typo in the code, etc

◆ Don't try to fix a big issue
◆ You will probably fail

➔ Workflows represent an important part of the contribution process
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How to contribute? - 

➔  https://whatcanidoformozilla.org 

➔ https://codetribute.mozilla.org/ 

➔ http://sylvestre.ledru.info/reports/fx-scan-build/report-MoofParser.cpp-Parse-
6-1.html#EndPath 
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https://whatcanidoformozilla.org
https://codetribute.mozilla.org/
http://sylvestre.ledru.info/reports/fx-scan-build/report-MoofParser.cpp-Parse-6-1.html#EndPath
http://sylvestre.ledru.info/reports/fx-scan-build/report-MoofParser.cpp-Parse-6-1.html#EndPath



